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LIMITS AND COLIMITS IN CATEGORIES OF D.G.
NEAR-RINGS

by SURAIYA J. MAHMOOD
(Received 10th May 1978)

In this paper, using the idea of upper and lower faithful d.g. near-rings, introduced
in (6), we show that the category 58 of all faithful d.g. near-rings is a reflective as well
as coreflective subcategory of the category si of all d.g. near-rings. We also prove that
both M and 58 are complete and cocomplete categories.

1. Preliminaries

A left near-ring is a set R together with two operations, namely addition + and
multiplication •, (but we normally omit the symbol •) such that (/?,+) is a group, not
necessarily abelian, (R, •) is a semigroup, and R satisfies the left distributive law

x(y + z) = xy + xz for all x,y,zG R.

The additive identity is denoted by 0.
An element r £ R is called distributive if (x + y)r = xr + yr for all x, y G R. The set

of all distributive elements of R forms a multiplicative semigroup. R is called a
distributively generated near-ring, usually written as 'a d.g. near-ring', if

(/?,+) = gp{S: S is a multiplicative semigroup of distributive elements}

where 5 need not be the set of all distributive elements. Since S is important this d.g.
near-ring is denoted by (R, S).

Let G be a group (we will write all groups additively). The set of all mappings of G
into itself with pointwise addition and multiplication as composition of maps forms a
near-ring. The set End(G) of endomorphisms of G forms a semigroup of distributive
elements of this near-ring. End(C) generates a d.g. near-ring denoted by (E(G),
End(G)).

A near-ring homomorphism 9 from a near-ring R to a near-ring T is a group
homomorphism from (/?,+) to (T, +) and a semigroup homomorphism from (R, •) to
(T, •). A d.g. near-ring homomorphism &:(R, S)-*(T, U) is a near-ring homomorphism
from R to T such that Sd C U. The following result about d.g. near-ring homomor-
phisms, proved in (6) will be used.

Theorem 1.1. Let (R, S) and (T, U) be two d.g. near-rings. If $ is a group
homomorphism from (R,+) to (T,+) which is also a semigroup homomorphism
(S, )->(t/, •) then it is a d.g. near-ring homomorphism.
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Let G be a group and (R, S) a d.g. near-ring. A d.g. near-ring homomorphism
d:(R, S)^(E(G), End(G)) is called a representation of (R, S) on G and G is called an
(/?, 5) group. We often omit the map 6 and write gr for g{rd), where g G C, r e R. We
call a representation 6 faithful if Ker 0 = {0}, and a d.g. near-ring which has a faithful
representation is called a faithful d.g. near-ring.

G is called an S-group if there is a semigroup homomorphism 6: S-»End(G). Again
we write gs for g(sd), g G C7, s G S. A homomorphism <£ from an (/?, S) group (S-group)
G to another (R, S) group (5-group) / / is an (R, S) homomorphism (5 homomorphism) if
{gr)(f> = (g<l>)r for all r G R ((gs)<f> = (£<£)s for all s G S). Frohlich proved the following
result (2.1.1. of (2)).

Theorem 1.2. / / G and H are (R, S) groups, then a homomorphism <t>:G->Gisan
(R, S) homomorphism if and only if it is an S-homomorphism.

In §2 of (6) it is proved that for each multiplicative semigroup 5 we have a free
d.g. near-ring (Fr(S), 5) on 5, where (Fr(S),+) is the free group on S, and (Fr(S), S)
for each S is determined uniquely up to isomorphism. Clearly any d.g. near-ring (R, S)
is a homomorphic image of (Fr(S), S), the free d.g. near-ring on S. It is also shown
there that for any d.g. near-ring (R, S) and any set X there exists a group Fr(A", R, S)
the free (R, S) group on X. If (R, S) is a faithful d.g. near-ring then it has a faithful
representation on Fr(jc, R, S), the free (R, S) group on one generator x (6, Lemma
3.1).

Now we give some definitions and results of the theory of categories.
Let {AA}AeA be a family of objects in a category si. A product (coproduct) for the

family is a family of morphisms {pk :A —>/4A}AeA ({aA: Ak -» A}AeA) with the property
that for any family {/A :B -»/4A}AeA ({/A :Ak -»B})ASA there is a unique morphism
<f>: B -* A (4>: A -> B) such that <f>pk = fK (aA<£ = fk) for each A G A.

A diagram scheme is a triple (A, M, d), where A is a set whose elements are called
vertices, M is a set whose elements are called arrows, and d is a function from M to
A x A, i.e. for each m G M, md = (A, /x) for some A, fi G A, A is called the origin and n
the extremity of m. A diagram D in a category d over the scheme (A, M, d) is a
function which assigns to each vertex A G A an object Ak G A and to each arrow
m G M with origin A and extremity ft a morphism mklk from AA to AM.

If D is a diagram in jtf over a scheme (A, M, d), a family {pA M->/4A}AeA of
morphisms is said to be compatible for D if for every arrow m G M, pAmAfl = p^. The
family {pk :A^Ak}keA of morphisms is called a limit for D if it is compatible, and if
for every compatible family {fk :B-»AA}AeA for D, there exists a unique morphism
<f>:B-*A such that <£pA = fk for each AGA. The concepts of cocompatible family and
colimit are defined dually.

Let 98 be a subcategory of a category ^ and A be an object of si. A reflection for
A in 38 is an object AT G 3B together with a morphism 0A:AT^A such that for each
object B G 58 and each morphism f:B-*A there exists a unique morphism 4>:B-* AT
in 38 such that 00,4 = /. Dually we can define a coreflection in 38 of an object A £ i .

If each object in si has a reflection (coreflection) in 38, then 38 is called a reflective
(coreflective) subcategory of si. If 38 is reflective (coreflective) subcategory of si then
T becomes a covariant functor si -* 38 called the reflector (coreflector) of si in 38.
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Finally we state two results, the duals of which are proved in Section 5, Chapter 5
of (8).

Theorem 1.3. Let S3 be a full, reflective subcategory of a Category si. If a diagram
D in S3 has a colimit in si, then it has a colimit in S3 and it is the same.

Theorem 1.4. Let 98 be a full, reflective subcategory of a category si. If a diagram
D in S3 has a limit {px: A -> AJAEA in si then it has a limit {6pk : AT -* AK}X^\ in S3,
where T is the reflector functor and 6:AT^A is the reflection of A in B.

2. The upper and lower faithful d.g. near-rings

In this section we generalise the notions of upper and lower faithful d.g. near-rings
given in (6), and make a correction in the case of lower faithful d.g. near-rings.

Theorem 2.1. Let (R, S) be a d.g. near-ring. Then there exists a faithful d.g.
near-ring (R, S) and a d.g. near-ring homomorphism 6:(R, S)-*(R, S) such that

(i) S6 = S,
(ii) // (T, U) is a faithful d.g. near-ring and if/ is a d.g. near-ring-

homomorphism:(R,S)->(T, U) then there exists a unique d.g. near-ring homomor-
phism <f>:(R, S)^(T, U) such that 6<f> = ip.

Proof. As in (6) let G = Fr(x, R, S) be the free (R, S) group on one generator x
and let A = {r G R : Gr = 0}. Then A is an ideal of (R, S) and we get the quotient d.g.
near-ring {R, S)IA = (R, S) with S = {s + A:s G S} and the natural homomorphism
0:(R, S)^>(R, S), A = ker 6 and S6 = S. Note that 61S is not necessarily the identity.
(R, S) is faithful, having a faithful representation on G.

We can prove (ii) on similar lines to Theorem 4.3 of (6).
(R, S) defined above is called the lower faithful d.g. near-ring for (R, S).

Theorem 2.2. Let (R, S) be a d.g. near-ring. Then there exists a faithful d.g.
near-ring (R, S) with a d.g. near-ring epimorphism d:(R, S)->(R, S) such that

(i) 61S = identity,
(ii) // (T, U) is a faithful d.g. near-ring with a d.g. near-ring homomorphism

ip:(T, U)-+(R, S) then there exists a unique d.g. near-ring homomorphism <f>:(T, £/)-»
(R, S) such that <t>6 = i£.

This result can be proved in a similar way to Theorem 4.6 of (6), taking note that
i/»:(T, t/)-»(i?, 5) is not necessarily an epimorphism and t// maps U into S.

We call (R, S) the upper faithful d.g. near-ring for (R, S).
Now let si denote the category of all d.g. near-rings and S3 the category of all

faithful d.g. near-rings. Then S3 is a full subcategory of si. From Theorem 2.1
[Theorem 2.2] we see that each object (R, S)E.si has a coreflection (R, S) [a reflection
(R, S)] in 53, so that 98 is a coreflective [reflective] subcategory of si. Denoting (R, S)
by (R, S)F and (R, S) by (R, S)G we get covariant functors F and G from si to S3
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called the coreflector and reflector respectively. F is a coadjoint and G is an adjoint
of the inclusion functor / from 38 to si. (Section 5 of Chapter V, (8).)

3. Coproducts and colimits

In this section we show that coproducts and general colimits exist in the category
si. Then by Theorem 1.3 we get coproducts and general colimits in 58.

Coproducts in si. Let {(Rx, SA): A G A} be a family of d.g. near-rings in si. Then for
each A GA we have FA = (Fr(SA), SA), the free d.g. near-ring on Sx with (i?A, Sx) =
FJAX, for some ideal Ax of FA. Let S* be the free product of the family {5A: A G A} of
semigroups, and F = (Fr(5*), 5*), the free d.g. near-ring on S*. For each A G A the
semigroup inclusion map C/A: 5A -* S* extends to a group homomorphism from (FA,+)
to (F, +) and hence is a d.g. near-ring homomorphism from (Fr(5A), SA) to (Fr(5*), 5*)
(Theorem 1.1). As in §1 of (7), for each A G A, we consider (FA,+) as a subgroup of
(F, +) and hence as a sub d.g. near-ring of the d.g. near-ring F. Let A be the ideal of F
generated by {Ax: A G A}. Then we can prove the following result on similar lines to
Theorem 1.1 of (7).

Theorem 3.1. (F/A, S* + A) is the free product in si of {(Rx, SA): A G A}.

General colimits in si. Let D be a diagram in si over a scheme (A, M, d). Let
{(R\, 5A):A EA} be the family of d.g. near-rings involved in D. By Theorem 3.1 the
free product * (Rx, SA) of the above family exists in si. Let ax:(Rx, SA)-> * (Rx, 5A)

AGA AGA

be the d.g. near-ring inclusion map for each A G A. Let K be the ideal of * (Rx, SA)
AGA

generated by U Image(aA - m^a^). Then we get the factor d.g. near-ring

* (R^S^IK together with natural homomorphism v : * (Rx, SA)-» * (RX,SX)IK
AEA A£A ASA

and we prove the following theorem.

Theorem 3.2. {axv :(RX, Sx)-> * (Rx, SX)IK}XBA is a colimit for the diagram D in

si over a scheme (A, M, d).

Proof. It is easy to see that the family

{axir:(Rx, Sx)^* (Rx, SA)/K}AeA

of d.g. near-ring homomorphism is cocompatible, i.e. we can easily show that the
diagram is commutative for all m G M.
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Now let (R, T) be a d.g. near-ring in si together with a cocompatible family

of d.g. near-ring homomorphisms. Then by the property of free products there exists a
unique d.g. near-ring homomorphism

such that ak<l> = /A for each A G A. Now for m G M we have

[Image(aA - mX)1a„)]<(> = Image(aA<£ - m^a^).
= Image(/A - mA(XJ
= 0 in (R, T).

This shows that for m G M, Image(aA - wAtfaM) C Ker <f>. Therefore U Image(aA -
nEM

and hence K, is contained in Ker <f>. So there exists a unique d.g. near-ring
homomorphism if/: * (RA, Sx)IK^>(R, T) such that TTI/> = <f>. Therefore we have

A E A
:

A E A

Since i/r is unique with the property that TTI/T = <£ and <$> ' s unique with the property
that ax<f> = fx then </f is unique with the property (akn)tf/ = /A.

Colimits in 38. Let D be a diagram in 38 over a scheme (A, M, d). Then a colimit
for D exists in ^ , by the above theorem. Since 58 is a reflective subcategory of si, by
Theorem 1.3 D has a colimit in S3 which is the same as in si. Thus we have proved the
following theorem.

Theorem 3.3. / / D is a diagram in % over a scheme (A, M, d), then {«ATT : (Rx, 5A) -
(Rx, 5A)/K}A6A is a colimit

coproduct of (Rx, SA): A G A}.

* (Rx, SX)IK}XSA is a colimit for D in 38, where {aA :(RX, &)-» * CRA, 5A)}AeA is the
A€A AGA

4. Products and limits

Let {(Rx, Sx): A G A} be a family of d.g. near-rings in si. Then Q= TT Rx, the
A6A

Cartesian product of the family {Rx: A G A} of near-rings, is a near-ring which is not
necessarily a d.g. near-ring. But it can be easily seen that S = n Sx, the Cartesian

AeA

product of the family {SA: A G A} of semigroups, is a distributive subsemigroup of Q.
Then 5 generates a sub d.g. near-ring (R, S) of Q. Now we prove the following result.

Theorem 4.1. (R, S) is the product in si of the family {(Rk, 5A):A GA} of d.g.
near-rings in si.

Proof. Let pxm.Q-*Rx be the near-ring projection map for each A G A. It is easy
to see that pA, for each A G A, maps SCQ onto Sx contained in Rx and hence maps R
onto Rx. So, for each A G A, pk\R is a d.g. near-ring homomorphism (Theorem 1.1.)
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Let qx = px\R, for A6A. Then qx '(R, S)^>(RX, 5A) is a d.g. near-ring epimorphism for
each AGA, Let (T, U) be a d.g. near-ring in si together with a family {ipx '(T, U)->
(Rx, Sx)}xeA °f d.g. near-ring homomorphisms. We consider ifix: T -»/?A, A G A, as
near-ring homomorphisms. By the property of products we get a unique near-ring
homomorphism &.T-+Q such that $px = ife for each A E A. We have t<f> = (tif/x)xeA

for all ( G l Since ipx, for each A GA, is a d.g. near-ring homomorphism, it maps
U C T into SA C /?A- Therefore </> maps U C T into Sc Q and so T into /?. Hence # is
a d.g. near-ring homomorphism (T, U)->(R, S). Moreover <f>qx = IAA, A G A as d.g.
near-ring homomorphisms. Since </> is unique as a semigroup homomorphism with the
property <j>qx = i/>A, A G A, we get the uniqueness of 4> with the property <f>qx = I|IA,AG

A, as d.g. near-ring homomorphisms. This completes the proof.
General Limits in si. Let D be a diagram in si over a scheme (A, M, d), and let

{(Rx, 5A): A G A} be the family of d.g. near-rings involved in D. Let (R, S) be the
product of {(/?A, 5A): A G A} in ,s# together with d.g. near-ring epimorphisms
qx :(R, S)^>(RX, 5A):A GA, as defined above.

Without loss of generality, we can assume that 0 E SA for each AGA. Let y be the
category of all pointed semigroups with zero element and if a is a morphism in if,
then it preserves zeros. Consider the corresponding diagram D in y involving
{SA: A G A}. Let S' = D equ(<jA, mX)iq^) C S, where equ(qx, mXv.qJ is the equalizer of qx

and m ^ , . Then S' is not empty as OGS'. Let q'x = qx\S'. Then by Theorem 2.9 of
Chapter II of (8), {q'x: S' -» SA}A(EA is a limit in & for the diagram D. Let (R1, S') be the sub
d.g. near-ring of (R, S) generated by 5'. For each A G.A,q'x, being the restriction of qx, is
extended to a d.g. near-ring homomorphism from (R1, S') to (Rx, Sx), also called q'x. Then
we prove the following.

Theorem 4.2. {q'x: (R', S') C (R, S) -»(Rx, Sx)}xeA is a limit in si for D.

Proof. First of all we show that {q'x:(R', S')-*(RX, SA)}AEA is a compatible family,
i.e., the following diagram is commutative, for all m G M.

Fig. 2.

F o r r' G (R1, S'), r' = ets'} + ••• + ens'n, s\ G S'

r'q'xmXli =(e,s\ + - • • + ens'n)q'xmXll, w h e r e e, = + 1 o r - 1 .

Then = €is',q'xmXll + • • • + ens'nq'xmXli

= ets\q'tL + - • • + ens'nq'lllas {q'x:S'^Sx}xeA is a limit for D in Sf

= (e,si + - • • + ens'n)q'ti.

= r'q'..
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Now let (T, U) be a d.g. near-ring in si, together with a compatible family
{i(ix:(T, U)->(RX, SA)}AEA of d.g. near-ring homomorphisms. Then by the property of
products there exists a unique d.g. near-ring homomorphism <I>:(T, U)->(R,S) such
that <f>qx = e/»A for each A €E A. Considering <j> as a semigroup homomorphism from U
to S we see that it factors uniquely through S' (by the property of limits in if). Hence
<f> maps (T, U) into (/?',S'). Thus <£ is a unique d.g. near-ring homomorphism from
(T,U) to (/?', S') such that 4>q'x = t(/x, for each A G A. Hence fa;:(/?', 5') C (R, S)^>
(Rx, SA)}AEA is a limit in si for D.

Limits in 38. Let D be a diagram in 38 over a scheme (A, M, d) then, by the above
result, a limit for D exists in si. Since 58 is full reflective subcategory of si, by
Theorem 1.4 D has a limit in 38. Thus we have proved the following result.

Theorem 4.3. // D is a diagram in 53 over a scheme (A, M, d), then
{dpx :(R, S)T-»(RX, SA)}AeA is a limit in 38 for D, where {px:(R, S)^(RX, SA)}AeA is a
limit in si for D, and 0:(R,S)T^> (R, S) is the reflection in 38 of (R, S).
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